The Classic of Changes in East and West

May 14-15, 2019

INTERNALES KOLLEG
für Geisteswissenschaftliche Forschung

Schicksal, Freiheit und Prognose.
Bewältigungsstrategien in Ostasien und Europa

WORKSHOP

May 14

9:00 am - 9:30 am
Welcome Addresses
Prof. Michael Lackner (Director IKGF, FAU)
Prof. Fei Xu (Standing Associate Dean, School of Philosophy, Renmin University of China
Prof. Haiming Wen (Renmin University of China, International Association of Yijing Studies

9:30 am - 12:30 pm
The Method of Changing Fate: Situational Study of ZHOUYI and SWOT Analysis
Prof. Zhao Wei (Professor, Institute of Chinese Culture, Jining University)

Taiji Methodology and the Relationship between Longevity and the Foundation of a House
Ye Binghui (President, Yang Gong Culture Society, Gaozhou, Guangdong Province)

A New English Translation of the Book of Changes
Prof. Haiming Wen and Benjamin Coles (PhD Candidate, School of Philosophy, Renmin University of China)

12:30 pm Lunch

2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Round table presentations by Renmin University graduate students

On the Image in Richard Wilhelm's translation of Yijing
卫礼贤《易经》象论思想研究
Qin Kaizi (M.A. Student, School of Philosophy, Renmin University of China,学位研究生)

The studies about Xiong Shili's Philosophy of YIN and XIANG from The Changes 周易哲学的“隐”、“显”论说
Sun Shilu (M.A. Student, School of Philosophy, Renmin University of China,学位研究生)

Zhengweil of Gaoban in Li Daoping's philosophy
李道平卦变思想中的正位内涵
Zhao Chen (M.A. Student, School of Philosophy, Renmin University of China,学位研究生)

The History and Philosophical Significance of the Book of Changes from the Perspective of the Philosophy of Mind 心学视角的“易经”哲学内涵
Han Meng (Ph.D. Candidate, School of Philosophy, Renmin University of China,学位研究生)

The Book of Changes and the Education of Life Wisdom 易经与生命教育
Liu Na (Post-doctorate Researcher, School of Chinese Classics, Renmin University of China,学位博士后)

May 15

9:00 am - 12:30 pm
A Study on the Confucian Thought of Enlightenment Based on Neo-Confucian Scholars’ Explanation of Hexagram Meng
Prof. Liu Zengguang (Associate Professor, School of Philosophy, Renmin University of China,副教授)

Yijing and modern Science and Technology
Tao Anjun (General Manager, Anhui Huayi Equipments Technology Co., Ltd.,安徽华艺生物装备技术有限公司，总经理)

An Exploration on Yin and Yang
Lin Zhenghuan (President, Kunyi New Energy Auto Co., Ltd.,坤意新能源汽车有限公司，董事长)

12:30 pm Lunch

2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Establishing the correct meaning, restoring the hidden path of interpretation. Some remarks on Shang Binghe's (1870-1950) approach to the Classic of Changes
Prof. Michael Lackner (Director IKGF, FAU)

The Philosophy of the YiJing and Jungian Analytical Psychology: A Comparative Study
Prof. Zhang Wenzhi (Associate Professor, Center for Yijing Studies, Shandong University,山东大学易学研究中心)

Final discussion with
Prof. Hon Tzeki (City University of Hong Kong, 香港中文大学哲学教授)
and IKGF/FAU scholars (Prof. David Pankenier, Prof. Mario Poceski, Prof. Fabrizio Pregadio, Prof. Michael Höckelmann, Prof. Stéphanie Homola, Dr. Dimitri Drettas, Dr. Michael Lüdtke, Dr. Matthias Schumann, PhD candidate Alexandra Fialkovskaya, PhD candidate Liu Keyan)